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tenant’s Right to Just 
Compensation in Condemnation: 
Is a lease condemnation clause an absolute 
bar to tenant recovery upon a taking?
By Gary Van Cleve and Mike Mergens 1

Most commercial leases include 
a clause stating what happens 
if the leased property is taken 
by the government for some 
public purpose through its power 
of eminent domain.  These so-
called “condemnation clauses” 
commonly provide that if there 
is a taking that renders the 
leasehold useless, the lease 
automatically terminates.  

These same clauses often include benefits disclaimers 
that provide that the landlord is entitled to recover 
all compensation the government is constitutionally 
required to pay for the taking and 
the tenant recovers nothing.  Courts 
have held that these clauses deny 
a tenant any claim to compensa-
tion until now, but a case pending 
before the Minnesota Supreme 
Court may change this.

In the case of Metropolitan Airports 
Comm’n v. Noble, the question 
of how to construe a lease agree-
ment that contains not only a condemnation 
clause, but also a tenant’s express reservation of its 
right to partial compensation is squarely before the 
Minnesota Supreme Court.  In addition to a varia-
tion of a typical condemnation clause, the lease in 
Noble contained the following language in a section 
labeled “Eminent Domain”:

In any event, all damages awarded for such 
taking under the power of eminent domain … 
shall belong to and be the property of Landlord 
… provided, however, that Landlord shall not be 

entitled to any award made to Tenant for the fair 
value of, and cost of removal of stock and fixtures, 
provided a separate award is permitted by the 
taking authority directly to Tenant.2 

The Supreme Court must decide in Noble whether 
the landlord or the tenant is entitled to the award 
specifically provided for immovable fixtures that 
were taken as part of a total taking.   

The Noble case arose when the Metropolitan 
Airports Commission decided it needed to acquire 
a gas station and convenience store (the “Property”) 
because it was within the “Runway Protection Zone” 

for a proposed runway expansion at 
the Minneapolis-Saint Paul Airport.  
As part of the operation of its gas 
station, the tenant purchased and 
installed immovable fixtures on the 
Property, including the car wash 
facility. The value of the immovable 
fixtures before depreciation was 
more than half a million dollars.  
The eminent domain proceeding 

eventually culminated in a determination of damages 
split between “Land and Improvements” on the one 
hand and “Immovable Fixtures” on the other.   

So what’s the dispute?  The landlord has 
argued that because the lease contains a condem-
nation clause, the tenant has relinquished all right 
to receive any compensation from a governmental 
taking of the Property, including the award for 
tenant’s immovable fixtures.  In contrast, the  
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Department chair GARy VAN CLEVE has been named to the 
Super Lawyer® list in Minnesota Law & Politics magazine for the 
fourth consecutive year.

MIkE MERGENS (course chair), TAMARA O’NEILL 
MORELANd, GARy VAN CLEVE and ROB STEfONOWICz 
presented a CLE entitled, “Unique Pitfalls of Real Estate Litigation.”  
The focus of this seminar on Oct. 17 was to educate attorneys 
involved in real estate litigation on the obstacles and issues that 
come into play in disputes relating to real estate values, property tax, 
eminent domain, real estate sales, construction claims, tenant rights, 
and other real property issues.

GARy VAN CLEVE was a guest lecturer at the University of St. 
Thomas School of Law on Oct. 6 regarding the City of Lake elmo v. 
Metropolitan Council decision.

On Oct. 31, JAMES SuSAG presented at a CLE offered through 
National Business Institute entitled, “Advanced Expert Witnesses 
Deposition Tactics.” His presentation focused on using expert depo-
sitions at trial, concentrating on video depositions, refreshing witness 
recollection, impeachment and admissions, introducing part of a 
deposition at trial, and using the deposition as substantive evidence.

TAMARA O’NEILL MORELANd participated in the 2008 
Breast Cancer 3-Day benefiting Susan g. Komen for the Cure on 
Sept. 19-21.  During the 3-Day, participants walked 63 miles in 
three days to raise money to find a cure for breast cancer.

As a duly licensed attorney in both Minnesota and North Dakota, 
JAMES SuSAG presented a CLE  in Fargo, N.D., on Sept. 17.  
The seminar focused on construction litigation and was entitled, 
“Change Orders, Condominium Construction Issues, Arbitration vs. 
Litigation, and Construction Claims in Tort vs. Contract.”

Larkin Hoffman welcomes JuLIE NAGORSkI to the Real Estate 
Litigation practice group.  Julie is a 2008 graduate of the University 
of Minnesota Law School and was sworn in on Oct. 31 by the 
Minnesota Supreme Court.  

TAMARA O’NEILL MORELANd and MIkE MERGENS 
recently represented a builder to obtain an injunction preventing 
a developer from canceling the builder’s multi-million purchase 
agreement.

GARy VAN CLEVE will speak at the 26th Annual Real Estate 
Institute on Nov. 14 in a panel discussion entitled, “2008 Land Use 
and Eminent Domain Update.”

TAMARA O’NEILL MORELANd, JAMES SuSAG, 
JESSICA RIVAS and SCOTT JOhNSON and have joined 
their colleague GARy VAN CLEVE as MSBA Board Certified 
Real Property Specialists.  To earn Real Property Law Specialist 
credentials, an attorney must pass an examination in real property 
law, demonstrate a substantial level of experience and legal educa-
tion in real estate matters, pass a disciplinary check and successfully 
obtain objective review by attorneys familiar with their expertise.  
While approximately 2,000 attorneys belong to the MSBA Real 
Property Law Section, only 349 are currently Board Certified Real 
Property Specialists.  l
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“...the decision 
is certain to have 

far reaching 
impacts ...” 2

tenant has argued that the issue is properly decided according to 
straightforward contract interpretation:  what is the parties’ intent in 
light of the lease read  as a whole.  For the tenant, the parties’ intent  
was clearly for the tenant to receive just compensation from the 
government for tenant’s immovable fixtures so long as the govern-
ment permitted a distinct value to be assigned to the fixtures.  

Both the District Court and the Court of Appeals dissent agreed 
with the tenant that under basic contract interpretation the tenant 
was entitled to the separate award for its immovable fixtures.  The 
Court of Appeals majority agreed with the landlord’s position that 
the existence of a condemnation clause in a lease strips a tenant of all 
right to compensation in the event of eminent domain.  

The Minnesota Supreme Court heard oral arguments in the Noble case  
on Nov. 3, 2008. You can view a video replay of the arguments at: 
www.tpt.org/courts/MnJudicialBranchvideo_nEW.php?number=a06-2400. 

Regardless of how the high court rules, the decision is certain to have 
far reaching impacts that will require all landlords and tenants to 
rethink the language of their lease agreements.  Stay tuned.  l

1   Department Chair gary Van Cleve and Mike Mergens represent the tenant 
in the Noble case, which was argued before the Minnesota Supreme Court 
on Nov. 3, 2008.

2  See Metropolitan Airports Comm’n v. Noble, 2008 WL 474321 (Minn. App. 
Feb. 19, 2008) (emphasis added).



The City of Arden Hills, Minn., recently ordered a billboard company 
to take down a digital billboard near the intersection of Interstate 
Highways 35W and 694 (the “694 billboard”).  The 694 billboard was 
converted from a traditional vinyl-faced billboard to a digital billboard 
by its owner, Clear Channel.  Clear Channel appealed the City’s order 
to district court, and the court sided with the City, upholding the 
City’s order to remove the digital improvements.  The case is now on 
appeal to the Minnesota Court of Appeals.

The issue is whether Clear Channel’s tech-
nological upgrades constitute a permissible 
improvement or an unlawful expansion.  
Minnesota’s nonconformity statute, Minn. 
Stat. § 462.357, subd. 1e, allows property 
owners to make improvements to a legal 
nonconforming use, but prohibits the 
expansions of the use.  The nonconformity 
statute was amended just four years ago to 
recognize and allow for the improvement of 
nonconforming uses.  Prior to that amend-
ment, the prevailing policy was to allow for 
the gradual elimination of nonconforming 
uses through obsolescence, exhaustion and 
destruction.  

The 694 billboard, like many billboards, exists as a legal nonconforming 
structure under local zoning ordinances.  A legal nonconforming use 
is a use or structure that was legally established according to the appli-
cable zoning ordinances when it came into being, but which does not 
meet current zoning regulations.  In converting the 694 billboard from 
traditional to digital, the billboard company left the structure largely 
unchanged.  The sign face occupies almost precisely the same square 
footage as the original sign.  The billboard is not wider or taller and 
exists on almost precisely the same footprint.  The displayed images are 
actually slightly smaller on the digital panel than on the original panel.  
The depth of the LED panel is approximately six inches greater than 
the original panel and the billboard now weighs more so structural 
supports had to be added, but those supports are contained within the 
original framework, so the billboard, with the exception of the digital 
technology, has almost the exact same appearance. 

The District Court, in rendering its decision, recognized that the 
changes to the billboard were minimal, but ultimately adopted a 
narrow and restrictive interpretation of the term “expansion” and 
found that since the 694 billboard weighs more and the digital panel 
is deeper than the original panel, the billboard had been unlawfully 
expanded.  

When the Minnesota Legislature amended the state nonconformity 
statute, it arguably adopted a more flexible approach to what a property 

owner was allowed to do with a nonconformity.  
Here, the District Court concluded that the 
conversion of a billboard to a digital billboard 
of the same dimensions, but a different weight 
and depth was not a permissible improvement, 
but an impermissible expansion. Under the 
same logic, the owner of a lakeside house that 
is considered nonconforming because it does 
not meet current shoreline setback require-
ments could be prohibited from adding a layer 
of shingles or replacing wood siding with brick 
or stucco because these changes would add 
weight to the structure and alter (albeit slightly) 
its dimensions. Whether a common sense 

approach to deciding what is a permissible improvement and what 
is an impermissible expansion of an nonconformity is now up to the 
Minnesota Court of Appeals.  l

The Supreme Court made the following 
determination: “Because we conclude that 
even if the 60-day ruled applied, the County 
did not violate it, we decline to reach the 
question of whether section 15.99 applies to 
subdivisions.”  In order to reach this determi-
nation, the Supreme Court actually analyzed 
the facts of the case under the 60-day 
rule, stating that “we will assume, without 
deciding, that a subdivision application such 
as Calm Waters’ constitutes a ‘written request 
relating to zoning’ within the meaning of the 
60-day rule...”

The Supreme Court determined that the 
County did not violate the 60-day rule for 
a series of reasons.  First, the 60-day time 
period begins to run “upon the agency’s 
receipt of a written request containing all 
information required by law or by a previ-
ously adopted rule, ordinance or policy of the 
agency...”  The Supreme Court determined 
that Calm Waters’ subdivision application 
was incomplete and only after it submitted 
a second incomplete application did the 
County proceed as though it was complete.  
Second, the Supreme Court determined that 
within both the initial and restarted 60-day 
period, the County Environmental Services 

Director invoked the County’s right to 
extend the initial timeframe by an additional 
60 days, as allowed by Minn. Stat. § 15.99, 
subd. 3(f ).  The Supreme Court rejected 
Calm Waters’ claim that this extension did 
not constitute an action by an “agency,” as 
defined by subdivision 3(f ), determining 
that the Director had the authority to act on 
behalf of the County.  Third, the Supreme 
Court concluded that within the extended 
timeframe, the County denied the applica-
tion.  As such, the County did not violate the 
60-day rule. 

What is the effect of the Supreme Court’s 
decision?  It clearly overrules the Court of 
Appeals’ decision that the County violated 
the 60-day rule.  But, it does not overrule the 
Court of Appeals’ decision that the 60-day 
rule applies to county plat applications.  It 
also does not overrule the Court of Appeals’ 
decision in  Kramer v. otter Tail Bd. of 
Comm’rs, in which it held that the county’s 
failure to act on a plat application within 60 
days of the application deemed the request 
approved.  Therefore, it seems that we are 
in the exact same situation as before the 
Supreme Court’s decision — the Court of 
Appeals has determined that the 60-day rule 

applies to county plat applications and there 
is no definitive answer on the issue from the 
Supreme Court. 

Despite this non-decision, however, we are 
left with a thorough, well-reasoned concur-
ring opinion by Justice Dietzen, who, while 
agreeing that the County did not violate 
the 60-day rule, stated that he would have 
concluded that the 60-day rule “applies to 
a subdivision application submitted to the 
County and requires the County to meet the 
60-day time deadline.”  l

In our last issue of Re:Litigation we explored the Court of Appeals decision in Calm Waters v. Kanabec 

County, a case in which it specifically determined that the 60-day rule applies to county plat applications.  
At that time, the Minnesota Supreme Court had accepted review of the case, presumably to be the 
ultimate arbitrator of the long-standing debate as to the rule’s application.  On September 25, 2008, 
the Supreme Court issued its decision and surprisingly declined to rule on the issue.
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the 60-Day Rule and County Plat applications – 
The Minnesota Supreme Court Reaches A Non-Decision 
 By Tamara o’Neill Moreland

A digital display billboard has likely caught your eye while you have navigated the streets and highways 

of the Twin Cities.  There are several digital billboards in operation in the area.  Each one of the 
billboards is equipped with an LEd (light-emitting diode) face capable of displaying electronic images 
that can be changed from a remote location.  In the competitive advertising market, digital billboards 
provide an efficient and effective means to communicate advertising messages to consumers — but are 
they legal?

Court of appeals to Decide Digital 
Billboard Dispute
 By Rob Stefonowicz
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“...since the 694 
billboard weighs more 
and the digital panel is 
deeper than the original 

panel, the billboard 
had been unlawfully 

expanded.”

2030 transportation Policy Plan
The Metropolitan Council plans to adopt the 2030 Transportation 
Policy Plan on Dec. 17, 2008.  Federal law requires that the 
region’s transportation policy plan be updated every four years. 
The Met Council adopted a draft of the plan in august and 
released it for public hearings and comments. The draft plan 
identifies the Met Council’s strategy of focusing on preserving 
the existing highway system to mitigate congestion, rather than 
investing in new roadways to eliminate congestion, during the 
next 25 years. 

The draft plan also acknowledges the importance of transit and 
seeks to develop alternatives to congestion through various 
transit projects including lanes for high-occupancy vehicles 
and tolls and shoulders for buses only. The Met Council has not 
yet identified the particular projects to be undertaken; instead 
it awaits the results of a 2009 study with that objective and 
intends to amend the plan again in 2010.  The public comment 
period on the draft plan closed on Nov. 6, 2008. Members of 
the public who wished to provide input for the plan were able 
to review it online and submit an online comment form.  l
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Supreme Court’s decision — the Court of 
Appeals has determined that the 60-day rule 

applies to county plat applications and there 
is no definitive answer on the issue from the 
Supreme Court. 
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agreeing that the County did not violate 
the 60-day rule, stated that he would have 
concluded that the 60-day rule “applies to 
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County and requires the County to meet the 
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tenant’s Right to Just 
Compensation in Condemnation: 
Is a lease condemnation clause an absolute 
bar to tenant recovery upon a taking?
By Gary Van Cleve and Mike Mergens 1

Most commercial leases include 
a clause stating what happens 
if the leased property is taken 
by the government for some 
public purpose through its power 
of eminent domain.  These so-
called “condemnation clauses” 
commonly provide that if there 
is a taking that renders the 
leasehold useless, the lease 
automatically terminates.  

These same clauses often include benefits disclaimers 
that provide that the landlord is entitled to recover 
all compensation the government is constitutionally 
required to pay for the taking and 
the tenant recovers nothing.  Courts 
have held that these clauses deny 
a tenant any claim to compensa-
tion until now, but a case pending 
before the Minnesota Supreme 
Court may change this.

In the case of Metropolitan Airports 
Comm’n v. Noble, the question 
of how to construe a lease agree-
ment that contains not only a condemnation 
clause, but also a tenant’s express reservation of its 
right to partial compensation is squarely before the 
Minnesota Supreme Court.  In addition to a varia-
tion of a typical condemnation clause, the lease in 
Noble contained the following language in a section 
labeled “Eminent Domain”:

In any event, all damages awarded for such 
taking under the power of eminent domain … 
shall belong to and be the property of Landlord 
… provided, however, that Landlord shall not be 

entitled to any award made to Tenant for the fair 
value of, and cost of removal of stock and fixtures, 
provided a separate award is permitted by the 
taking authority directly to Tenant.2 

The Supreme Court must decide in Noble whether 
the landlord or the tenant is entitled to the award 
specifically provided for immovable fixtures that 
were taken as part of a total taking.   

The Noble case arose when the Metropolitan 
Airports Commission decided it needed to acquire 
a gas station and convenience store (the “Property”) 
because it was within the “Runway Protection Zone” 

for a proposed runway expansion at 
the Minneapolis-Saint Paul Airport.  
As part of the operation of its gas 
station, the tenant purchased and 
installed immovable fixtures on the 
Property, including the car wash 
facility. The value of the immovable 
fixtures before depreciation was 
more than half a million dollars.  
The eminent domain proceeding 

eventually culminated in a determination of damages 
split between “Land and Improvements” on the one 
hand and “Immovable Fixtures” on the other.   

So what’s the dispute?  The landlord has 
argued that because the lease contains a condem-
nation clause, the tenant has relinquished all right 
to receive any compensation from a governmental 
taking of the Property, including the award for 
tenant’s immovable fixtures.  In contrast, the  

Continued on page  4
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involved in real estate litigation on the obstacles and issues that 
come into play in disputes relating to real estate values, property tax, 
eminent domain, real estate sales, construction claims, tenant rights, 
and other real property issues.

GARy VAN CLEVE was a guest lecturer at the University of St. 
Thomas School of Law on Oct. 6 regarding the City of Lake elmo v. 
Metropolitan Council decision.

On Oct. 31, JAMES SuSAG presented at a CLE offered through 
National Business Institute entitled, “Advanced Expert Witnesses 
Deposition Tactics.” His presentation focused on using expert depo-
sitions at trial, concentrating on video depositions, refreshing witness 
recollection, impeachment and admissions, introducing part of a 
deposition at trial, and using the deposition as substantive evidence.

TAMARA O’NEILL MORELANd participated in the 2008 
Breast Cancer 3-Day benefiting Susan g. Komen for the Cure on 
Sept. 19-21.  During the 3-Day, participants walked 63 miles in 
three days to raise money to find a cure for breast cancer.

As a duly licensed attorney in both Minnesota and North Dakota, 
JAMES SuSAG presented a CLE  in Fargo, N.D., on Sept. 17.  
The seminar focused on construction litigation and was entitled, 
“Change Orders, Condominium Construction Issues, Arbitration vs. 
Litigation, and Construction Claims in Tort vs. Contract.”

Larkin Hoffman welcomes JuLIE NAGORSkI to the Real Estate 
Litigation practice group.  Julie is a 2008 graduate of the University 
of Minnesota Law School and was sworn in on Oct. 31 by the 
Minnesota Supreme Court.  

TAMARA O’NEILL MORELANd and MIkE MERGENS 
recently represented a builder to obtain an injunction preventing 
a developer from canceling the builder’s multi-million purchase 
agreement.

GARy VAN CLEVE will speak at the 26th Annual Real Estate 
Institute on Nov. 14 in a panel discussion entitled, “2008 Land Use 
and Eminent Domain Update.”

TAMARA O’NEILL MORELANd, JAMES SuSAG, 
JESSICA RIVAS and SCOTT JOhNSON and have joined 
their colleague GARy VAN CLEVE as MSBA Board Certified 
Real Property Specialists.  To earn Real Property Law Specialist 
credentials, an attorney must pass an examination in real property 
law, demonstrate a substantial level of experience and legal educa-
tion in real estate matters, pass a disciplinary check and successfully 
obtain objective review by attorneys familiar with their expertise.  
While approximately 2,000 attorneys belong to the MSBA Real 
Property Law Section, only 349 are currently Board Certified Real 
Property Specialists.  l
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Gary Van 
Cleve 

has broad 
experience in 

all real estate-related 
litigation areas in 
state and federal 
courts at both the 
trial and appellate 
levels.  He serves 
as chair of the Real 
Estate Litigation 
practice group.  

Mike 
Mergens 

is an 
associate with the 
Real Estate Litigation 
practice group.  His 
practice encompasses 
a broad range of 
real estate-related 
matters including: 
environmental 
permitting and 
litigation, land-
use approvals and 
disputes, eminent 
domain issues and 
general real estate 
disputes.

“...the decision 
is certain to have 

far reaching 
impacts ...” 2

tenant has argued that the issue is properly decided according to 
straightforward contract interpretation:  what is the parties’ intent in 
light of the lease read  as a whole.  For the tenant, the parties’ intent  
was clearly for the tenant to receive just compensation from the 
government for tenant’s immovable fixtures so long as the govern-
ment permitted a distinct value to be assigned to the fixtures.  

Both the District Court and the Court of Appeals dissent agreed 
with the tenant that under basic contract interpretation the tenant 
was entitled to the separate award for its immovable fixtures.  The 
Court of Appeals majority agreed with the landlord’s position that 
the existence of a condemnation clause in a lease strips a tenant of all 
right to compensation in the event of eminent domain.  

The Minnesota Supreme Court heard oral arguments in the Noble case  
on Nov. 3, 2008. You can view a video replay of the arguments at: 
www.tpt.org/courts/MnJudicialBranchvideo_nEW.php?number=a06-2400. 

Regardless of how the high court rules, the decision is certain to have 
far reaching impacts that will require all landlords and tenants to 
rethink the language of their lease agreements.  Stay tuned.  l

1   Department Chair gary Van Cleve and Mike Mergens represent the tenant 
in the Noble case, which was argued before the Minnesota Supreme Court 
on Nov. 3, 2008.

2  See Metropolitan Airports Comm’n v. Noble, 2008 WL 474321 (Minn. App. 
Feb. 19, 2008) (emphasis added).


